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What ideas do we study, and how?

Why do ideas matter?





#digiDBK #aadhum

What guides our engagement with these 
texts?

What strategies do we use when 
approaching, interacting with, and making 

meaning of this archive?



#digiDBK #aadhum

What other approaches are available to us 
to understand a large corpus?

Example: topic modeling



From Probabilistic Topic Models, David Blei, 2012. doi:10.1145/2133806.2133826

 



1. court, state, said, school, freedom
2. world, united, people, freedom, states
3. editor, manager, editorial, managing, chief
4. state, said, education, freedom, president
5. faculty, freedom, said, president, administration
6. said, freedom, time, life, president
7. people, freedom, like, world, editor
8. press, said, freedom, people, service
9. freedom, state, hall, years, time
10. said, vietnam, freedom, draft, president

Topic modeling on 
documents containing the 

word “freedom” in the 
Diamondback corpus



ideas...

are contingent upon language

have histories

are dynamic in texture and “elasticity” over 
time







Text Encoding Initiative

A community-driven standard for 
encoding text

mise-en-page (italics) mise-en-page (foreign)vs

Descriptive approach: From Overview of the TEI, Bauman and Flanders 2007 





How can digital tools and methods enrich 
our understanding of ideas and African 

American history and culture?

How can centering black people and African 
American histories challenge and/or enrich 

digital tools and methods?



Ideas are dense, dynamic, and constituted through 
language

We can approach local newspapers as rich texts for 
ideational analysis

We will explore the potential and limitations of 
encoding as one method of tracing ideas’ 

movements through text and time

Movement(s) of Ideas



Movement(s) of Ideas
Session 2: introduction to the TEI standard for encoding, basics of TEI 
headers, role of power in cataloguing practices

Session 3: encoding text body, searching the TEI guidelines, considering the 
limits of TEI for “marking up” African American historical texts

Session 4: Pick Your Practice: Encoding & Python “office hours”

Session 5: building and publishing a digital edition, ethics of collaboration 
and documentation

Session 6: project-share, next steps for developing digital projects and 
supporting communities of #blackDH encoders



For next Monday:

1. Browse January 1967 issues of The Diamondback
2. Review the Atom Download and Configuration 

Guide, available at 
http://go.umd.edu/AADHumIncubator 

3. Come prepared with a powered-up laptop and 
your free Atom software

4. Direct questions or concerns to 
aadhum@umd.edu!

http://go.umd.edu/AADHumIncubator

